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ABSTRACT. The “corrections” to the Laffer Curve are based on a factor of time. High importance is the
question – in which direction the average aggregate tax is changing: upward or downward, when the Laffer
Effect always appears a couple of years later. Alternatives of the Laffer Curve are constructed in the article.
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The “corrections” to the Laffer Curve are based on
a factor of time, in particular, of that time interval which
is necessary for the Laffer Effect to be disclosed.
Most recent studies have shown that whenever the
time factor is taken into account, of no less importance is
the question – in which direction the Average Aggregate
Tax (AAT) is changing: upward [1] or downward [2]. Let
us review each of these scenarios separately [3, 4].
Balatski proposes a concept of “post-effect” the key
implication of which is that at a certain point, a further
increase in AAT brings about the cutting of budget’s tax
revenues only after a couple of years [1: 8]. Dagaev, in
turn, uses a concept of tax “hysteresis” (which in Greek
means “deferment”) [5: 65]. To the extent that the Laffer
Effect always appears a couple of years later, a more
precise phrase would be the Laffer Effect with Tax “Hysteresis,” or the Laffer Effect with “after-effects,” or the
Laffer Effect with “post-effects.”
Because of a need to take into account the time
factor, a so-called fiscal curve, in which this effect should
be reflected, should not be expressed by “tax revenues
and AAT” coordinates, as is the case in connection with
the Laffer Curve, but rather, as is proposed by Balatski,
by those of “tax revenues and time” [1: 9]. We believe
though that the best option would be a three-dimensional fiscal curve presented by the following three coordinates: AAT (t), tax revenues (T), and time (τ).
Before we offer a graphical illustration of the said

fiscal “hysteresis” on a fiscal curve, let us consider the
scenario where the AAT is changing upward. Bearing
this in mind, let us project the said three-dimensional
space (see Fig. 1).
Let us consider the time interval [0, τ2] during which
AAT goes up from 0 to 1. As is shown in Fig. 1, in case
of the interval [0, τ1], an increase in AAT (t) results in
the growth of tax revenues, which reach their climax
(Tmax) at the point of tmax; A and C are relevant points on
the fiscal and tax curves respectively. It is during the
transition from A to B on the fiscal curve that Laffer
Effect with the tax “hysteresis” appears, provided the
AAT is going upwards; specifically, even at a very insignificant increase in tmax of AAT, the tax revenues will
start falling only after θ years, i.e. as of the year (τ1 + θ).
In other words, A of the fiscal curve corresponds to C
and D of the tax curve; at the same time, the latter (i.e.
D) matches B of the fiscal curve.
Consequently, if AAT is equal to tmax, in the year τ1
tax revenues will reach their maximum value Tmax,
whereas in the year (τ1 + θ) they will be reduced to T1.
The split of the fiscal curve at the points A and B is the
very reflection of the Laffer Effect with the tax “hysteresis.” Please note that in case of a further increase in
AAT, after its “passing” the Laffer Effect with tax “hysteresis” (which on the tax curve is illustrated by a move
from D to E), during the interval (tmax, t0) tax revenues
will be dropping.
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Fig. 1. Balatski-Papava Curve

It is noteworthy that on the fiscal curve we are considering here (Fig. 1), the Laffer Effect looks significantly
modified, which fact, as was noted above, is a result from
the effect of tax “hysteresis.” Furthermore, the Laffer Point
is missing and the fiscal curve itself, displayed in Fig. 1,
hardly could be referred to as the Laffer Curve. To the
extent that the fiscal curve on Fig. 1 is a reflection of
Balatski’s research efforts, it would be fairer to call it the
Fiscal Curve According to the Balatski Version, or sipmly
the Balatski-Papava Curve, and tmax point (for the purposes of this curve), at which the effect of tax “hysteresis”
appears, the Balatski-Papava Point [3, 4].
The Laffer Effect with tax “hysteresis”, as is shown
by Vishnevski and Lipnitski, reveals itself – in a somewhat modified shape though – in the case where the
AAT is changing downwards [2: 113-114]. Like in the
case of Fig. 1, let us draw a graphical picture of the
fiscal curve, where during the time interval [0, τ2] the
AAT goes to 0 down from 1 (see Fig. 2).
According to Fig. 2, during the time interval [0, τ1],
a reduced AAT rate (t) causes an increase in budgetary
tax revenues up to t max, which revenues, having approached the T1 level (which corresponds to A on the
fiscal curve), drop immediately to the T2 level (which
corresponds to B on the fiscal curve) and stay there for
the subsequent years (θ). Consequently, A and B of the
fiscal curve match D of the tax curve. In the year (τ1 +
θ), however, provided the AAT rate is the same, amounting to tmax, because of the effects of tax “hysteresis,” tax
revenues will “jump” to their maximum value, Tmax
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(which corresponds to C of the fiscal curve and E of the
tax curve). On the fiscal curve, to the extent that the
AAT rate is falling, the effect of tax “hysteresis” appears during the transition from A to C, “through” B. If
that process of falling goes on, after the year (τ1 + θ) the
tax revenues will be dropping too.
Like in the case of the Balatski Curve, again because of tax “hysteresis”, the Laffer Effect looks modified on this fiscal curve too (see Fig. 2). Again, the
Laffer Point is missing, for which reason one cannot
call this curve Laffer’s. To the extent that the fiscal curve
in Fig. 2 is a reflection of research efforts of Vishnevski
and Lipnitski, it would be fairer to call it the Fiscal
Curve According to the Vishnevski-Lipnitski Version, or
sipmly the Vishnevski-Lipnitski-Papava Curve, and tmax
point (for the purposes of this curve), at which the effect
of tax “hysteresis” appears, the Vishnevski-LipnitskiPapava Point [3, 4].
The fact that both the Laffer Point and the Laffer
Curve are missing does not mean that in every event of
a reduced AAT rate one has to expect that a tax “hysteresis” will show up; for example, if originally the AAT
rate had been in the interval (tmax, t0) and later it was cut
so much that all of a sudden it was found in the interval
(t1, tmax), the tax revenues will grow almost “immediately” as they will be no less than T1.
The main problem related to the practical use of the
Laffer Effect is that one should not make a mistake while
identifying the economy’s location at such section of the
Vishnevski-Lipnitski-Papava Curve which corresponds to

Fig. 2. Vishnevski-Lipnitski-Papava Curve
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the interval (tmax, t0); and further, one should not make a
mistake while considering to what extent an AAT rate
should be cut so that to avoid an exit from the interval
(t1, tmax) frame, which would mean to be between C and
F on the Vishnevski-Lipnitski-Papava Curve (see Fig. 2).
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It happens quite often that discussions about selecting proper fiscal policies for specific countries get into
difficulty because it is extremely hard to identify the
exact location of economy on the Balatski-Papava and
Vishnevski-Lipnitski-Papava curves.
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laferis mrudis tipis met-naklebad realisturi fiskaluri mrudis asagebad drois im
monakveTis gaTvaliswinebaa aucilebeli, romelic laferis efeqtis gamovlenas esaWiroeba. am
mimarTulebiT Catarebuli gamokvlevebi cxadyofs, rom drois faqtoris gaTvaliswinebisas didi
mniSvneloba imas aqvs, Tu gasaSualoebuli erToblivi gadasaxadis ganakveTi ra mimarTulebiT
icvleba – izrdeba Tu mcirdeba.
e. balackis Semoaqvs “Semdgomqmedebis” efeqtis cneba, romlis Tanaxmadac gasaSualoebuli
erToblivi gadasaxadis ganakveTis garkveuli sididis Semdgom matebas, biujetSi sagadasaxado
Semosavlebis kleba mxolod ramodenime wlis Semdeg mohyveba. a. dagaevi am efeqtis aRsaniSnavad
termin – sagadasaxado “histereziss” iyenebs.
drois faqtoris gaTvaliswinebis mizniT fiskaluri mrudi, romelzec aRniSnuli efeqti
aisaxeba, unda aigos koordinatebSi: “gasaSualoebuli erToblivi gadasaxadis ganakveTi –
sagadasaxado Semosavlebi – dro”.
fiskalur mrudze sagadasaxado “histerezisis” aRniSnuli efeqtis grafikuli gamosaxvis mizniT
cal-calke ganvixilavT SemTxvevebs, roca gasaSualoebuli erToblivi gadasaxadis ganakveTi izrdeba, da roca is mcirdeba.
ama Tu im qveynis fiskaluri politikis SemuSavebis yvelaze didi sirTule misi ekonomikis balackipapavasa da viSnevski-lipnicki-papavas mrudebze swori “adgilsamyofelis” gansazRvraSi mdgomareobs.
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